Students at
DATE taking part in
a Paint and Sip on
the first day of
school, STEAM
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The time is ripe and the time is now for STEM and
STEAM. An almost fervorous pitch can be heard over the
demand for and need to be associated with
STEM/STEAM. It is no wonder that organizations and
educational institutions are in step with the movement
when the underlying factor remains the practical demand
from industry that Americans become a productive people
once again. All indicators point to the evidence that
STEM/STEAM based curricula is winning and winning
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big with students , parents and educators alike. Who
wouldn't want their children exposed at an early age to
Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Math? While
STEM has just tipped the critical mass awareness, it has
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output and value of American
contributions to the world.
J. Dodd Jr - Executive Director

Dekalb Academy
of Technology &

STEM@

Environment, also
known as DATE, is a
leading Charter school
in Dekalb County and
one of the few honing

STEAM Teams is honored to enter another year as the STEAM
partner of choice with Dekalb Academy of Technology & Environment

Jerone Dodd Jr (left) is
the Founder and Executive

Part of our job at

Director for STEAM Teams

Charter School. Middle School, students entered into the CTAE (Career

STEAM Teams is to

Academics, LLC. He is

Technical and Agricultural Education) path will now have the chance to

not only find

also the CEO for Universal

leadership continues

learn advanced skills in fields such as Digital Media, 3D Animation and

interesting courses

Phoenix Group and an

to push the limits with

Solar Energy. K through 4th graders will have Robotics classes, which

and things to teach,

avid serial entrepreneur.

focus on many of the fundamentals of robotics and engineering.

but to make the

STEM Certification
credentials. DATE's

ambitious goals of
becoming one of the
top 10 charter schools
in the nation. Headed
since its inception by
Morehouse Alum, Dr.
Maury Wills, DATE
has taken a

lessons fun and

DATEPRODUCTIONS

enjoyable. We have
a strong focus in
making sure that
students have the
opportunity to

progressive approach

engage in hands on

to engaging its

projects in an

students with a

interactive

plethora of STEM

environment. We

related programming.

want to challenge
our students to go

ANEWAPPROACHTOANIMATION
Our mission is to be the best we can be and that means adjusting things
that we can improve on in our curriculum and delivery. This year 's
animation courses will offer a much more robust and balanced course
content, touching on fundamentals of illustration, 2D and 3D Animation.
We have partnered with Fablevision to support our 2D animation needs
with their program Animationish. We will also continue to use the
industry standardard software Blender for the 3D portion of the
courses, Intro to Modeling and Shading ( Intermediate Modeling,
Shading and Lighting) & Intro to 3D Animation. STEAM Teams is lucky to
have a talented Animation Instructor in Ms. Joy Lamont-Smith, who has
had the pleasure of touring and working with many of the top Arts, Tech
and Film based festivals in the country.

above and beyond
what is expected
and develop a
passion for their
interests. We look
forward to assisting
students reach their
potential in various
STEM competitions
throughout the year.

This year's
Animation course will
utilize new Software
and Hardware, with the
students getting a taste
of using a drawing pad
in sync with the
software.

Meet Animation
Instructor, Joy
Lamont-Smith
Hometown: Bowie, MD
Outlook for the School Year:
I believe the school year will
be adventurous. Adventure
is not always comfortable,
however it is exciting and
rewarding!
Favorite Food: Takoyaki

Jaron Gifts has been
a much welcomed
Member to the Robotics
Team and hails from
Georgia State
University. Mr. Gifts has
several years
experience teaching.

Digital Media
Instructors Sharee

ROBOTICS
STEAM Teams' Robotics @ DATE thus far has
been very impactful to the students in
Elementary School. Utilizing some of the
best Robotics programming available,
Leggo's WeDo gives the students a chance
to participate in small groups and create
their own robots. Of significance is how the
Engineering Process is infused in the
curriculum, so students understand the
basic principles of Robotics as it applies to
Engineering. This includes the use of
hardware, software and coding. Students
get the chance to build and test out their
creations. They also learn about teamwork
and the interdependence of a team. Our
Robotics students proudly display their
work and represent themselves in a
professional manner. We are excited to
continue to reach all of the Elementary
Students at DATE and also provide support
for the Dekalb Tech Fair coming this Winter.
Dr. Lee returns for another promising year
and has been a senior judge at many
science school fairs. One example is her
invitation to be a judge at the prestigious
Intel ISEF (Intel International Science &
Engineering Fair), which is the world's

Hereford (left) and Likisha
Griffin (right) are no
stranger to any aspect of
digital media, both

Dr. Lee demonstrating how to
assemble one robot to students
(below). Lego WeDo has a wide range
of physical and digital educational
resources that encourage students to
think creatively, reason systematically
and release their potential to shape
their own future.

seasoned instructors and
professionals.
STEAM Teams

DIGITALMEDIAMAJORS
SALARYANDCAREERFACTS

has partnered with
NSBE to bring some
exciting programming
to the students at
DATE as well as
Metro Atlanta as a

largest international science pre-college fair.
Our Robotics department will also assist in
the coaching of a Elementary/Middle School
team to enter the First Lego League
Robotics competition sponsored by the
CTAE (Career Technical & Agricultural
Education) Department.

Digital media professionals create animations and
computer-generated effects for films, games, websites
and other related media. Read on to learn about the
career options, education, employment outlook and
salary potential associated with this cutting-edge field.
Click here to continue reading.
lSource: Learn.org

whole.
We will provide
support for the STEM
programming and
Competition portions
of the program. NSBE
Professionals will also
regularly attend,
providing Career and
Leadership services
and classes. Students
will have the
opportunity to receive
scholarships to travel
to Regional and
National events.
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throughout the
southeast region.
He attended
Morehouse College
Emmanuel Kimathi

The title of this article comes from a well known and
oft quoted Bible passage that states ?where there is
no vision, the people perish.? Vision is the ability to
see. In my own interpretation that means the ability
to see opportunities. The ability to see threats and
patterns. The ability to see a grander reality in which
you and your loved ones can live a fuller life. Solar
power and renewable energy are by no means new
concepts or even technologies. However, it takes
vision, awareness, and effort to see the growing

is a Licensed Solar
Electrical Professional
and is the Director of
the Solar Science
Program with STEAM
Teams. With over
twelve years of
experience in the
electrical industry, he

Mr. Kimathi was
featured on the PCPC

has provided

Podcast recently to discuss

curriculum based

the state of Solar and

training on solar

Green Energy in the

power and electrical

country and the
opportunities for urban and
underserved communities.

theory, in partnership
with Advanced Power
& Energy. He

trends and to be able to find a profitable niche in an
expansive market such as solar. I was reminded of
this saying (without vision people perish) again recently
when I was invited to speak on a live blog talk radio
show in mid August. The name of the show is ?Solar
Now and the Future, With its Impact on ?Black?
America? and the host is Ronald Bethea out of
Washington DC. Mr. Bethea quickly ran down some
of the governmental investments in the renewable
energy market as well as some staggering statistics
on the amount of money being spent in the energy

currently works as a
Project Manager and
Lead Electrician for a
Solar EPC Firm based

on an athletic
scholarship, and
also graduated
from the
Independent
Electrical
Contractors (IEC) in
2012 with
Journeyman and
Advanced Motor
Controls
certifications.
Emmanuel is
passionate about
educating and
teaching his trade
to others and
enjoys technical
writing. He is also
a fictional writer,
music producer,

in Alpharetta, GA.

and lifelong

Emmanuel has

practitioner of

overseen the

martial arts.

installation of over
10 MegaWatts of solar
power

" PEOPLEWITHVISION
AREALWAYS
EXCITEDTOSPEAK"
markets. The question was then posed, how do
we take advantage of these opportunities in our
communities? I was also joined on the call by
Afia Raina, who is based in Atlanta and is the
Organizer of the Black Sustainability Summit.
People with vision are always excited to speak
with others that have vision. It is also my opinion
that a vision is only as good as the benefit it
would serve in the lives of others. That is why
we are happy and proud to return for another
year at DATE Academy to share our vision and
instruction on renewable energy to our youth.
They will inherit from us a legacy and standing in
society. We must do all we can to give them the
edge to be competitive as well as the wisdom to
work collectively. I was grateful of the
opportunity to expand my network and speak on
Mr. Ronald Bethea?s show. Check out his
organization?s website and platform which is
doing amazing things to bring awareness and
opportunity to our communities as it pertains to
solar. w w w.posit ivech an gepc.com .
The Black Sustainability Summit, organized by
Afia Raina is a prolific annual gathering of
visionaries in various fields that relate to
sustainability such as renewable energy, eco
friendly construction, survival and preparedness,
organic gardening and many others. The
Summit will be in Atlanta this year from October
4th -8th . For more information check out the
website w w w.black su st ain abilit ysu m m it .com .

Solar Instructor and 10
year sustainability veteran,
Lucy LaVoulle has delivered
training and workshops,
advised businesses,
organizations and individuals
on the art of greening living
environments.
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CHALLENGE
Digital Dance Culture and

INTRODUCTION
When Menfes
Interactive was
established in
2010, my partner
(Jerone Dodd) and I
saw no other way
to create a
concrete
foundation for our
position in the
digital world but to
get into the gaming
industry. I had
finished my first
book, The Jook,

partners have embarked on a
journey to express the true

During our last series, we covered the
dynamics of digital technology
influencing street dance from the past
to the present. Our main case study in the

Challenge as a platform
definitely has its

offering talent discovery, STEM

place in the gaming

competencies in Digital Media

world and

matter was the style and culture of Memphis
Jookin in conjunction with the common paradigms and realities

and Performing Arts.

mainstream, digital
entertainment ,

For the past 10 years, dancers have been unknowingly creating a global

associated with urban arts. In addition we explored the creation

especially after the

dance challenge on the internet. Every time a new personality enters the

of dance trends in social media that spin-off of original dance

entire world knows

arena, there is room for change in the dance industry.. The act is so frequent it

cultures. The result of the industrial boom has left the fate of

that America is full of

seems like a natural part of life....to dance. However. as the world turns and

street dance in the hands of many, but only the leaders with

dance cultures like

old markets lose their flame and new markets create big booms, dance has

real "street" knowledge will know how to navigate this path. In

mine. Our ability to

become an almost guaranteed successful marketing campaign when dealing

this season's series we will continue to explore into the depths

affect the artistic

with the elite, such as GAP, Kia, Lexus, Apple and Pepsi. Dancers are the

of the inner-city creation of street dance as it relates to the
growth of music, advertising and product category creation in
the technological world.

minds of youth is
continuous and we

our efforts to

organic historical

advance urban youth
Daniel Price is the first

biggest advertisers of their art and other artists' music in the world. Dancers
also outnumber any group of artists in the world. Now it is the turn and

must aim to progress

which provided an

analysis and dance

potential of Digital Dance

Street dance

opportunities. Our

position of "popular dance" whether it be cultural or trendy, to carve the
economic opportunity out of the market themselves.
There are millions of tracks to be heard. There are hundreds of shoe

street dancer to go viral on

drive for change and

demonstrations yet to be seen. There are limitless lifestyles to be recognized

Youtube and a Memphis

advancement is

down the culture

through dance. There is no platform to guarantee their actual voice as an

Jookin Legend. He is also

directly tied to their

and style of

the President of Menfes

Memphis Urban

Interactive's Dance

manual breaking

Dance from the
1980?s to the

present.

Technology and the COO of
Digital Dance Culture, LLC.

opportunity to
succeed from the

artist. This series will expedite readers to a new wave of thinking and
appreciating the youth and young adults of the dance world yesterday and
today. The roles they play have helped initiators and organizers to develop an

root of their own
society.

entertainment platform concept that is to be known as "The Video Game".
To be continued.....
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STEAM Teams started in 2016 as an incubator
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project within Universal Phoenix Group, LLC, a global
consulting firm involved in the Technology, Athletics,
Entertainment, Marketing and Educational verticals.
STEAM Teams Academics, LLC was founded in 2017
and involves industry professionals, educators,
community organizations and teacher and parent
committees. Our mission is to enable career
discovery in STEM fields through programming which
embraces a holisitc educational approach and aligns
with client and organizational standards and goals.
We seek to not only teach, but show the students we
are able to touch, the business side of various STEM
industries and encourage entrepreneurial pursuits as
well.

OURPARTNERS
175 Carnegie Pl, Ste 109
Fayetteville, GA 30214
fax+1-770-790-0038
www.steamteams.org
info@steamteams.org

OURSPONSORS

